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Figure 1A: Locality Plan, with site outlined in red.
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Figure 1B: Site Plan, with site outlined in red.
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HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR ERF 
50339, “GLENHOF”, GLENHOF ROAD, CLAREMONT

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this impact assessment is to meet the requirements of 
Section 38 (3) of the National Heritage Resources Act, (Act 25/1999).  
It looks to identify the heritage significance of the “Glenhof” site (Erf 
50339), to assess the heritage impacts of the proposed form, scale and 
detailed interventions of the intended development against the cultural 
significance of the site, and to suggest alternatives and/or mitigation 
where appropriate.

The proposed redevelopment triggers Section 38 (1) (c) (i) of the National 
Heritage Resources Act (NHRA) for a change in character of a site 
“exceeding 5000 square metres”. 

In addition to fulfilling the requirements of Section 38 (3) of the NHRA, the 
Response to the Notification of Intent to Develop also requires that the 
following is done: (1) A socio-historical study, (2) an urban context study, (3) 
a built fabric analysis, (4) An assessment of and SDP and landscape plan, 
(5) An integrated set of recommendations should be developed, and (6) 
include the comments of any registered conservation bodies, as well as the 
comments of the Municipality’s Heritage Section.

1.2 Legal Framework

The Response to the Notice of Intent to Develop (RNID) was received from 
stHeritage Western Cape on the 21  August 2019, and a heritage impact 

assessment (HIA) for the proposed development of the above site was 
called for, with three specialist studies identified.  

The RNID called for:

1. A socio-historical study;
2. An urban context study;
3. A built fabric analysis;
4. An assessment of the site development plan (SDP) and landscape 

proposal; and
5. An integrated set of recommendations.
6. In addition, the comments of any registered conservation bodies, 

as well as the comments of the Municipality’s Heritage Section, 
must be included.

The HIA must additionally provide the information as required under 
Section 38, as well as identify any mitigation measures that must be 
undertaken to reduce any impact on the identified heritage resources:

(a) The identification and mapping of all heritage resources in the area 
affected;

(b) an assessment of the significance of such resources in terms of the 
heritage assessment criteria set out in section 6(2) or prescribed under 
section 7;

(c) an assessment of the impact of the development on such heritage 
resources;

(d) an evaluation of the impact of the development on heritage resources 
relative to the sustainable social and economic benefits to be derived from 
the development;

(e) the results of consultation with communities affected by the proposed 
development and other interested parties regarding the impact of the 
development on heritage resources;

(f) if heritage resources will be adversely affected by the proposed 
development, the consideration of alternatives; and

(g) plans for mitigation of any adverse effects during and after the 
completion of the proposed development.

Commenting bodies must be given a period of 30 days within which to 
formulate their comments on the proposal and the HIA.  In addition to 
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direct engagement with the identified I&APs, this requires a notice in a 
local newspaper, an on-site notice, and the lodging of the draft HIA at 
HWC for a period of 30 days.

1.3 Locality and “Naming of Parts”

The “Glenhof” site is a subdivision of the old San Souci land estate, now 
a well-known school site along the Main Road between Claremont and 
Newlands.  

“Glenhof” is located between the school and the c1940s suburban area 
behind.  The site is in close proximity to the Liesbeek River, as well as 
Newlands Swimming Pool, the Cavendish commercial node and the South 
African Breweries Newlands Factories.

The site is made up of two buildings, named the “Main House” and 
the “Staff Block” for the purposes of this report (Figure 1B).  The “Main 
House” also has a clearly discernable c1939 extension along its south-
eastern wing.

The structures are set within a large garden area, which extends to the 
north, with a formal Palm Avenue on axis with the historic house.

See Figure 1A and 1B.

1.4 Relevant Stakeholders

In May 2019, a Notification of Intent to Develop (NID) was submitted 
to Heritage Western Cape (HWC), and the Response to the NID (RNID) 
requested that consultation with all interested and affected parties, 
including the relevant registered conservation bodies (in this case the 
Newlands Resident’s Association) and the local Municipality’s heritage 
office, occur.

1.5 Author
Claire Abrahamse is a professional architect, urban designer and 

heritage practitioner.  She is a member of APHP.  She maintains her 
independence from the commissioning party and property owner 
of Erf 50339 Cape Town at Claremont, and has no vested interest in 
the outcomes of this heritage impact assessment.
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2. HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE BROADER SITE

2.1 SOCIO-HISTORIC STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SITE

Major themes include: historic colonial estate, the Chiappini family, 
Consulates and international connections.

By 1811 the British Colonial Government had started to provide gifts 
of land in the Newlands and Claremont area to its senior officials (De 
Puyfontein, 1970 and Titlestad, 2004: 33).  Two examples are the Barnard 
family, who lived at the Vineyard, as well as Newlands House, which served 
as the country residence for the sitting Governor of the Cape (Figure 2).

In 1812, the Government Surveyor, L.M. Thibault, produced a map 
showing the layout of the proposed Main Road to Simonstown, and this 
map records the estates located to the west of the proposed road at that 
time (Figure 3A).  Four estates made up the landholdings between the 
proposed Main Road and the Liesbeeck River in the vicinity of the subject 
site:

- San Souci, of which the subject site is a deduction, is noted as “R” 
on the map;

- The Vineyard is noted as “S” on the map;
- Feldhausen is noted as “T” on the map; and
- Quistenberg is noted as “Q” on the map.

San Souci is perhaps the “youngest” of the grants, and so its edges are 
defined by the older estate’s boundaries, which accounts for its odd shape.  
A “tail” of land is apparent on the 1817 SG Diagram (Figure 3B) and can 
be faintly traced on Thibault’s map too.  This wedge of land straddled 
the proposed route of the Main Road.  The northern edge of the estate is 
defined by the river course.

In comparison to the adjacent estates, Thibault does not show agricultural 
fields or orchards at San Souci, but he does show a formal approach road, 
intersected by another path, with the house indicated at the centre of 
these routes and set within a large, circular area (Figure 3C).  Therefore, 
some kind of formality and axiality of movement across the site would have 

been a feature at the time.  Another building is indicated to the south-east 
of the main house, which might be the “house” that is indicated in SG 
Diagrams dating from 1904 and 1937, as well as the Municipal Survey of 
Claremont of 1906 (Figures 4A, 4B and 5).

Robinson notes that: “Sans Souci changed hands frequently in the first 
thdecade of the 19  century, when it passed out of the hands of Johan 

Baumgardt and was owned by a series of officials until it was bought by 
Colonel [William] Warre, who farmed there in a small way” (2011: 125).

Judge William Menzies acquired the property in 1819, and some images 
date from the time of his ownership (Figure 6).  In 1823 a woman named 
Martha Delpratt unsuccessfully requested permission to begin a girls’ 
seminary on the premises (although it was only in 1960 that a girls’ school 
was established on the site, see Robinson, 2011: 125). In 1832 Hamilton 
Ross purchased the estate.

In 1834, emancipation of slaves occurred at the Cape, dramatically 
transforming attitudes to land.  The San Souci estate, for instance, would 
never again be transferred without concurrent subdivision.

Hamilton Ross was a very successful Cape merchant and a member of the 
Legislative Council at the Cape.  He lived at the Mount Nelson and San 
Souci was his “extensive and park-like [country] seat” (National Library, 
MSB 569.1).  Although part of the Cape elite, Ross is believed to have kept 
no slaves, and instead “built six decent, thatched cottages for his garden 
labourers with a good slice of garden ground well fenced in, attached 
– this little village was called Roscommon….  The landlord extracted 
no rental – he paid no wages but in return he secured the services of 
his tenants for two days in the week keeping San Souci – its avenues, 
hedges… in proper trim” (National Library, MSB 569.1).  

Pama (1972: 56) describes Hamilton Ross, and his place in Cape society:

Hamilton Ross was a Scot who was born in Ireland [in 1774].  At 
the age of sixteen he joined the Aberdeenshire Rifles as an ensign 
and in 1795, as a lieutenant, took part in the Battle of Muizenberg.  
Two years later he fell in love with Catherina Elisabetha van den 
Berg, the daughter of a Dutch surgeon who had come out in 
the service of the Dutch East India Company.  As Catherina was 
only sixteen, her father refused his consent to the marriage.  
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Figure 2: The Colonial Secretary travelling from Newlands House to Cape Town.  
(Source: SANL Visual Collection).

Figure 3A: Thibault’s 1812 plan with the San Souci Estate outlined in red, and the present day position of 
Glenhof indicated in a solid red outlined.
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Figure 3B: 1817 Surveyor General diagram with the San Souci Estate outlined in red, and the present day 
position of Glenhof indicated in a solid red outlined.

Figure 4A: 1904 Surveyor General diagram with the San Souci Estate outlined in red, and the present day 
position of Glenhof indicated in a solid red outlined.
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Figure 4B: 1906 Claremont Municipal Survey with the San Souci Estate outlined in red, and the present 
day position of Glenhof indicated in a solid red outlined.

Figure 5: 1937 Surveyor General diagram with the San Souci Estate outlined in red, and the present day 
position of Glenhof indicated in a solid red outlined.
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According to Catherina’s diary, the couple decided to elope when 
in November 1798 Hamilton Ross was posted to Madras and left 
in HMS Sceptre….  They were married in Fort St George in Madras 
in January 1799 and returned to the Cape in 1803….  Ross then 
started business as a general merchant and importer, with premises 
in the Heerengracht at first, and then in Loop Street.  Ross was the 
first man in Cape Town to own a fleet of coasters which traded to 
India, Mauritius, Australia and St Helena…. A public figure, he was 
an unofficial member of the Cape Legislative Council from 1834 to 
1849.  He was fully bilingual….  Hamilton Ross had [his] large family 
in mind when he bought Mount Nelson, an estate close to Cape 
Town, which he used as a town house.

Pama (1972: 56-57) also records the story of San Souci during Ross’s time 
in some detail:

The house at Sans Souci was roomy and comfortable, of two 
storeys and with a brandsolder above the gabled rafters.  The thick 
thatch was of reeds.  During Ross’s tenure no fire occurred, but later 
the house was burnt down and rebuilt.  

The approach to the house was through iron gates, with a lodge for 
the ranger and his wife alongside, then up a broad avenue flanked 
by a hedge of dwarf oaks, always closely trimmed.  To the left was 
an orchard of medlars, sugar pears and apples, sheltered from 
the wind by a dense plantation of young firs, and also to the left 
a paddock of four dairy cows, with half a dozen oaks to give them 
shade.  An old avenue of oaks ran the length of the estate, leading 
from Boundary Avenue facing Main Road up to the Vineyard estate, 
owned by William Hawkins, Ross’s partner.  But in the eyes of Dr. 
Ross the glories of Sans Souci were the magnificent views from 
the front garden and the lawns.  The lawns were tough mattresses 
of grass, well rolled and needing no mowing, irrigated by a brick 
furrow from the horse troughs, and always as green as in Ireland.  
The lawns were an innovation and much admired.  The vines were 
trained on pergolas and carried great bunches or crystal muscatel 
and freckled hanepoot, with old-fashioned strawberries planted in 
between.

Down the river, in a loam that was deep and black, grew a grove 
of naartjies and sweet and bitter oranges covered with blossoms 
or fruit at all stages of development.  Then there were the glass 
houses, the forcing frames for pineapples and cucumbers, plots for 
Cape gooseberries, raspberries, melons, thyme and lavender.

It is clear that, by the 1840s, San Souci was a productive and well-tended 
agricultural estate.  The land that makes up the subject site would have 
been under cultivation at the time, being part of the landholdings of San 
Souci.

As mentioned by Pama, the adjacent property – The Vineyard – had been 
sold to William Hawkins Senior, who was a partner in the company owned 
by Hamilton Ross.  Hawkins’ son (William Hawkins Junior) had married 
Charlotte Ross and the couple had moved to India, where they had two 
children.  Charlotte Ross died on the subcontinent, and William returned 
to the Cape with his children, and took up residence at The Vineyard with 
his parents in 1835.  Soon after, his father died at sea while en route to 
England, and so William inherited the property (Robinson, 2011: 144).

William Hawkins sold The Vineyard in 1844.  He had, by then, married the 
daughter of Antonio Chiappini, the well-known Cape surgeon (Robinson, 
2011: 162).  The purchaser was a wealthy merchant, William Billigsley, a 
godson of the ageing Hamilton Ross, his near neighbour at San Souci.

After Ross died in 1853, his second daughter, Johanna, inherited the San 
Souci estate and her large family continued to live there.  She had four 
children from her first marriage to John Hodges and, when he died, she 
married her father’s business partner, his nephew (and her cousin!), John 
Ross.  They had eight more children.  The estate was subdivided during 
Johanna’s ownership: the stretch of ground at the corner of Main and 
Protea Road was sold to John Stein, another partner in the firm.  He later 
sold to his colleague, Ludwig Weiner, who built a magnificent mansion, 
which he named The Retreat, on this site (Robinson, 2011: 182).  It would 
later become the Prince’s Hotel, and a local landmark (Figure 7).

A drawing done by Willem de Smit, depicting the watercourses and pipes 
to and on the estate Mariendahl, which by then was a brewery and to 
this day remains the South African Brewery, indicates the importance of 
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the San Souci Estate within the system of watercourses that feed into the 
thbrewery site (Figure 8).  It is clear on later images, such as the 20  century 

Surveyor General Diagrams, that this watercourse is now piped underground 
within the “Glenhof” garden.  It is clear from the diagram that the San Souci 
pipeline originates at the Newlands Spring.

The estate was further subdivided at the turn of the century, and Antonio 
Lorenzo Bolleurs Chiappini purchased the subject property – the subdivided 
portion – in 1904.  

thA.L.B. Chiappini was born on the 18  November 1868 in Cape Town – one 
of eight siblings.  His grandfather, Antonio Baldazar Melchior Chiappini, was 
well-known at the Cape, and had trained as a painter in Florence, arriving 
at Cape Town in 1803.  He started a merchant’s business and was active 
in establishing the Cape Town Commercial Exchange and the Chamber 
of Commerce.  He became chairman of the Commercial Exchange in 
1829.  One of his sons, Peter, born in 1810, trained as a doctor, and Cape 
Town’s Chiappini Street was named after him.  Other members of the family 
prospered in commerce, industry, and farming (Corgatelli, 1989: 44-45).

thA.L.B. Chiappini married Ivy Irene Knoller Green on the 29  January 1907 at 
St James the Great Anglican Church in Sea Point (https://www.1820settlers.
com/genealogy/settlerbrowsemarrs.php?name=CHIAPPINI).  The couple 
had two sons, and in 1915 A.L.B. Chiappini commissioned the architects 
McGillivray and Grant to design and construct a new house for his family 
on his subdivided plot adjacent to San Souci.  They named the house 
“Glenhof”.

Original plans of the residence have unfortunately not been found, and 
so the house first appears in available records in 1919, when the home 
was featured in the South African Lady’s Pictorial Magazine.  While several 
photographs were published, only a short write-up accompanied these.  It 
describes the house as follows:

“Glenhof”, the stately residence of Mr. and Mrs. A.L. Chiappini, is 
a lovely place with wide entrance hall and spacious lofty rooms.  It 
stands in beautiful grounds.  Both Mr. and Mrs. Chiappini are great 
admirers of old furniture, and their home has many perfect gems.  In 
particular, two magnificent brass-bound chests discovered in Zanzibar 
by Mrs. Chiappini, and there are other treasures which she has found 
in various parts of the world.While there is only one internal image – 
of the main living area – this is useful in dating original doors, floor 

Figure 6: Sketch of San Souci during the time that Judge Menzies lived there.  (Source: SANL).

Figure 7: Photograph of the Prince’s Hotel, the old Retreat, which was a neighbour of Glenhof until the late 20th 
Century.  It was unfortunately demolished and replaced by a block of flats.  (Source: SANL Visual Collection).
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Figure 8: Willem de Smit’s 1863 map of the springs and watercourses feeding into the Mariendahl Estate brewery, 
which would become the Newlands Brewery.  San Souci is circled in red, and an underground water pipeline still runs 
through the Glenhof site today.  (Source: Stellenbosch University Digital Collection).
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Figure 9: Photograph of the interior of the sitting room at Glenhof in 1919.  It is clear that the space remains remarkably intact today.  (Source: SA Ladies’ Pictorial).
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Cockwise from top left, Figure 10, 11 and 12: Photograph of the western facade of the house, photograph of the formal 
garden with a freestanding pergola structure, now demolished, and photograph of a pond, also since subdivided off 
from the property and demolished - all 1919.  (Source: SA Ladies’ Pictorial).
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and ceiling finishes, ironmongery and light fittings (Figure 9).  The 
other three images show the western elevation (which faces the 
garden – and without a palm tree avenue) and two areas of the 
garden itself, which were most likely destroyed in the subdivisions 
of 1939 (Figure 10, 11 and 12).

Records seem to indicate that the Chiappini family lived at “Glenhof” 
for almost 24 years – archival records indicate that A.L. Chiappini made 
alterations to his house in Oak Avenue, Kenilworth (behind Stellenberg) in 
1939.  This was the year that the construction and development company, 
McCarthy, Black and Flegg, purchased the “Glenhof” property with a view 
to subdivision and construction of housing.

The 1939 plan of subdivision provides a wonderful record of the “Glenhof” 
garden prior to subdivision, particularly when viewed together with early 
aerial photography for the area (Figure 13).  While the layout of the various 
plots that were subdivided off in 1939 is shown, but below these the 
various garden paths and features are indicated, including:

- The triple paths on axis with the main house, now with palm lined 
avenue (as per the 1926 aerial photography – Figure 14 – and the 
1935 aerial photography – Figure 15);

- The “sunken rose garden”, now truncated by the property 
boundary;

- The historic avenues of trees (presumably oaks, given the remnant 
planting on the site) that ran between Kildare Road and San Souci, 
with a smaller, perpendicular avenue of trees leading down to the 
Liesbeek River; and

- A series of small sheds and outbuildings along the Glenhof Road 
edge of the site, in a similar position to the old “Staff Block” from 
the 1950s.

It is clear that the “Glenhof” house was located within a formal, ordered 
landscape.  

In 1939, after the suburbanisation of the house’s context (Figure 16A and 
16B), McCarthy, Black and Flegg sold the remainder portion of the land 
with the historic house thereon to a Mr. Harry Allschwang.  In the next 
decade the house would change ownership four times (Allschwang to 
Graham Parker in 1941, Parker to Millicent Mullne in 1945, Mullne to Feige 
Fay Gluckman in 1946, and finally Gluckman to Indo-China Land (Pty) Ltd 

in 1950).  Finally, the land was transferred from Indo-China Land (Pty) Ltd 
to the Government of the French Republic in 1954.  The erf register notes 
that the property was used as a consulate.

As an aside, it is interesting to note that French Indo-China was at war 
with the Viet Mihh forces in Vietnam from 1946 until Laos and Cambodia 
declared their independence in 1953, and the Geneva Accord of 1954 
effectively ended French Indochina (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_
Indochina).  The dates of transfer of the property reflect the wider geo-
political situation.

The property remained the French Embassy in Cape Town for a period 
of 61 years.  Records at the Cape Archives indicate that the French 
Ambassador was responsible for the construction of the staff building 
(“four garages and maids rooms”) in 1953, as well as for the construction 
of the solid boundary wall surrounding the property (1956), after much 
discussion with the then-city engineer, Solly Morris (see KAB 3/CT 
4/2/1/3/3421, Ref B1618/56 and KAB 3/CT 4/2/1/3/2734, Ref B4982).  
Three aerial images from this time (1958 – Figure 17, 1968 – Figure 18 
and 2013 – Figure 19) indicate that the French Ambassador did very little 
to the garden area and the footprint of the house, which remain intact 
throughout this time period.

In 2015, the property was sold to the current owner, Econ Holding Prop 
(Pty) Ltd. (deedsweb.gov.za).

By far, the most significant periods in the history of the site are (1) its 
inclusion within the grounds of the San Souci Estate, (2) its ownership by 
the Chiappini Family over the course of 24 years, and its use as the French 
Embassy for a period of 61 years.  While notable within the context of 
Claremont, none of these associations afford the site a high degree of 
socio-historical heritage significance.
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Figure 13: Photograph of a plan of the 1939 subdivision of the property, which indicates the layout of the “Glenhof” 
garden below.  (Source: Cape Archives 3/CT).
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Figure 14: Aerial photography of the site dating from 1926.  The site is outlined in red.  (Source: City of Cape Town).

Figure 15: Aerial photography of the site dating from 1935.  The site is outlined in red.  (Source: City of Cape Town).

Figure 16A: City Survey showing the site in 1944.  The site is outlined in red.  (Source: City of Cape Town).

Figure 16B: Aerial photography of the site dating from 1945.  The site is outlined in red.  (Source: City of Cape Town).
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Figure 17: City Survey showing the site in 1958.  The site is outlined in red.  (Source: City of Cape Town). Figure 19: City Survey showing the site in 2013.  The site is outlined in red.  (Source: City of Cape Town).

Figure 18: Aerial photography of the site dating from 1968.  The site is outlined in red.  (Source: City of Cape Town). Figure 22: Photograph of the northern elevation of the house, 1949.  (Source: SANL Visual Collection).
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2.2  BUILT FABRIC ANALYSIS

The house was design in 1915 by the architectural firm MacGillivray and 
Grant.

D. MacGillivray and W.H. Grant met in the architect G. Ransome’s office in 
Cape Town before 1903, forming a partnership in that year.  By 1905 they 
had offices in Cape Town and Durban and later (about 1908) in Bulawayo.  

The partners won the competition for the Southern Life Assurance 
Building in Durban in 1903, a job which may have led to the formation 
of the partnership and the opening of a Durban office; they also won the 
competition for the Municipal Baths (Long St Baths) in Cape Town in 1904.  
Besides their architectural work, the partners demonstrated an interest in the 
applied arts and designed faience and terracotta details for buildings which 
were manufactured by Sage & Company, a well-known London shopfitting 
business with a factory established in Cape Town around 1903. 

In 1907 MacGillivray & Grant won the first premium for Bulawayo Town 
Hall competition.  It is possible that MacGillivray moved to Bulawayo to 
supervise this job (https://www.artefacts.co.za/main/Buildings/archframes.
php?archid=1031).  

Other buildings executed in Cape Town by the firm, and at a similar time, 
include the Cape Argus Building in St. George’s Mall (1912), the Long Street 
Baths (1908-1926) and the Salesian Institute in Somerset Road, Greenpoint 
(1910).

The firm were quite eclectic in the architectural styles they selected for each 
commission, and indeed, Grant is seen as one of the foremost architects 
working in the Art Deco Style from the 1930s.  But, as Van Graan notes, his 
post-First World War work often adopted a Mediterranean style, especially 
in residential designs (2011: 131).  In part, this was a response to the strong 
influence of Herbert Baker and his Arts and Crafts based Cape Revival style, 
itself a response to the horrors of industrial-scale warfare.  The buildings 
executed by MacGillivray and Grant in this style drew strongly on imported 
vernacular styles from Europe, as well as Cape Dutch stylistic elements.  The 
style emerged at the beginning of the 20th century in response to modernism 
and Fordian, conveyor-belt industrialism, and sought a return to craftsmanship 
in building, where the “hand of the builder” and the origin and “honesty” of 
building materials could be discerned.  As Todeschini and Japha note, “[e]

Figure 20: Render of “Watergate”, design by Grant in St. James in 1914.  (Source: M. Walker, 
2011).

Figure 21: Northern facade of “Glenhof” shows several design similarities.
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Ground Floor Plan

1. Hallway
2. Music Room
3. Dining Room
4. Sitting Room
5. Unknown, 
 possibly study

 Historic core of house.

 Service Spaces.

 c1939 Extensions.

 

A. Kitchen & Scullery
B. Servery
C. Lobby
D. Butler
E. Closet
F. Pantry, Store, WC
 

 * Some of the labelling spaces is assumed, as per the c1916 labelling 
of spaces in the kitchen lobby.  Original plans have not been found.

 

A. Service Stair
B. Staff Bedrooms

 

First Floor Plan

1. Owner’s Bedroom
2. Dressing Room
3. Bedroom
4. Bath
5. Visitor’s Bedroom
6.  Small Bedroom
7. Day Nursery
8. Night Nursery
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Figure 23: Dating of fabric, using the c1939 plan uncovered at the CoCT plans archive.
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lements of the Tudor style, such as half timbering, tapered beams, oriel and 
bay windows and overhanging eaves were favoured” (1994: 65).  Some of 
these elements are present in the house under examination here.

Perhaps Grant’s most noted design in this style is “Watergate” in 
Muizenberg – a house designed for the department store entrepreneur, 
John Garlick ,in 1914, shortly before “Glenhof” was commissioned (Walker, 
2011: 70).

Similarities between the two houses include their axiality, symmetry, tiled 
and oversailing roof, twinned “soft serve” chimneys, colonnades and 
arched openings, shuttered windows, and proud pergolas supported on 
Doric columns.  While “Watergate” may be more Mediterranean in its 
stylistic influence, and with limited Cape Dutch references, it is clear that 
the same design hand was at play in the two houses (Figure 20 and 21).  

Walker (20011: 70) notes that “Watergate” was “a step forward in Grant’s 
architecture as it initiated what became known as Cape Mediterranean 
architecture, with is a mixture of Cape features (twirly chimneys,, half-
shuttered sash windows and plaster mouldings) with Italian/Spanish 
features (clay tile roofs, loggias, pergolas on columns. Etc.).

It is interesting to note that “Watergate” is a provincial heritage site.

In terms of the built fabric analysis of the house, it is very clear that the 
building is largely intact.  Images from 1919 (Figure 10) as well as from 
1949 (Figure 22), when compared to contemporary photographs, give a 
sense of the changes that have been made.  These include:

- Enclosure of the two recessed balconies on the northern façade to 
serve as en suite bathrooms to the adjacent bedrooms;

- Extension of the south-eastern, service wing of the house on both 
the ground and first floor levels;

- Extension of the presumed study space, with a projecting bay at 
ground level, with an “apse-like” form.

For an analysis of the dating of built fabric for the house, see Figure 23.

As the analysis of fabric shows, the house is unique because it reflects a 
particularly moment in society where the wealthy had live-in servants, who 
were essential to their occupation of the space, and yet remained entirely 
spatially separate from the people they served, to the extent that there 
is a parallel but separate staircase that leads from the kitchen area to the 
upper level, which servants would have used.  

Spatial remnants of this social order are evident in the butler’s room 
adjacent to the servant stair, as well as in the “call system”, a panel of 
lights with associated room names that is located in the kitchen area, 
and would have allowed the house’s occupants to call their servants via a 
system of bells and switches.  While, unfortunately, original plans for the 
house have not been found, it is clear that many of the bedrooms had 
interleading doors to adjacent rooms, which most likely served as dressing 
rooms spaces, or as the nanny’s bedroom, in the case of the children’s 
nursey.

It is clear that this house spatially embodies elements of a very short-lived, 
very British, class system of masters and servants; moneyed bourgeoisie 
and their working-class employees.

The house itself is set towards the north-eastern end of the long, 
rectangular property, while an outbuilding is located along the Glenhof 
Road edge of the site.  This structure post-dates 1953, and is not of any 
heritage significance or interest (Figure 24).

The garden extends right across the western side of the property in a 
large swathe of green, which also wraps around the main house to form 
a roughly oval open green turning circle and long driveway to the north-
east.  A tennis court is located along the southern edge of the property, 
along Wenlock Road (Figure 25).
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Figure 24A: Northern facade of the staff block/outbuilding.

Figure 24D: View of the Wiener Street gate. Figure 24E: Southern elevation of the outbuilding.

Figure 24B: Western elevation of the outbuilding.

Figure 24F: Tennis Court, looking north-west.

Figure 24C: Portion of the southern elevation.
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Figure 25A: View towards the house from the west, showing the palm avenue.

Figure 25D: Swimming pool Figure 25E: View down the driveway, towards the gate.

Figure 25B: Circular landscape element.

Figure 25F: Garden to the east of the house.

Figure 25C: Access into the sunken rose garden.
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Roofs - See Figure 26.

The original roofing material indicated in the 1919 and 1949 images of the 
house is possibly a Browsley Tile, but most certainly a smaller and finer-
grained tile than the present Marley Tiles.  The roof plan is created by a 
series of adjacent double-pitched volumes, which necessitates the creation 
of gutters, or flat roofed areas over the main interior spaces, and around 
the central courtyard space. 

This arrangement has resulted in the south and north elevations each 
having three gable ends, with the northern façade having two.  These 
are all plastered, Cape Dutch Revival gables with small, centrally-placed 
semi-circular recesses, prominent plaster mouldings and axially-placed, 
shuttered windows. 

In 1936 a plain, plastered extensions was added to the kitchen area, 
although aerial photographs suggest that this element was single-storeyed 
at the time.  It was only later that an additional, rather crude extension was 
built out from the upper level.  It is possible the enclosure of the northern 
balconies (and their conversion into en suites) as well as the creation of the 
projecting, “apse-like” façade in the ground floor office space, date from a 
similar time.

Eaves project over the wall plates and have shaped timber end sprokets 
underneath.

Three pairs of platered, “soft-served: chimneystacks project from the roof, 
and are visually prominent.

Gutters are and downpipes are almost entirely replacements (likely 
replaced at the same time as the roof tiles) and are of semi-circular or 
circular uPVC.  The flat roofed sections have been waterproofed with 
“torch on” waterproofing membranes.

Walls

All of the walls are of standard thicknesses – 280mm cavities; 230mm brick 
interior walls to the upstairs; as well as some drywalling.  All brickwork is 
smooth plastered and painted.

Figure 26A: Detail of roof tiles from central courtyard.

Figure 26C: Roof and gables from flat roofed section of house.

Figure 26B: Paired “twirly” chimneys.
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